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ABSTRACT
This paper provides the analysis of a silicon P-I-N waveguide. The analysis is performed by
simulating the said waveguide by applying the electro-optic carrier-depletion effect. Three
design parameters have been altered, namely the rib waveguide dimensions, the doping
concentration and the electrical contacts distance to the waveguide. The simulation
generates the free carrier concentration around a specific region of the waveguide and the
waveguide effective index change in response to the voltage applied.
Keywords: PIN Si Waveguide, Electro-Optic, Carrier Depletion.

1. INTRODUCTION
Silicon-based waveguides have been the leading core technology for the development of optical
communication and interconnect in photonic integrated circuits. Due to the silicon
semiconductor property, it helps to provide us with the cheap and integrable electronicphotonics platform, where portable photonic devices are produced, such as the microring
resonators and Mach-Zender modulators.
Recently, a compact waveguide system has been proposed by the usage of silicon nitride (Si 3N4)
and silicon oxynitride (SiON) waveguides [1, 2]. These types of waveguides, however, might not
be suitable for electronic-photonic system application since the material absorbs the infrared
lights at wavelengths around 1500nm. This absorption can be reduced by exposing the material
to high temperature (1,000°C or more), however, this is not compatible with electronic devices
due to the high-temperature application.
Based on the research done above, a preferable material used for the construction of waveguide
suitable for electronic devices is a silicon-based waveguide. A plasmonic waveguide with metal
on top of silicon-on-insulator (SOI) rib waveguide have been demonstrated [3]. Silicon-based
slot waveguides have also been realized, with one analyzing the two different slot waveguide
configurations [4], another detailing the characterization of high-Q oval resonators based on SOI
slot waveguides [5]. Several photonic crystals based on silicon waveguides have been proposed
and demonstrated, with one showing a fabrication of an artificial crystal structure containing a
full 3D photonic bandgap effect [6], and other showing a slight enhanced optical switch with
switching length of 5.2µm [7]. Several all optical high-speed signal switching and processing
have also been done using the silicon waveguides for switching mechanisms [8-10].
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In terms of research applications, most electro-optic devices such as ring modulators and MachZender Interferometers implements the rib-type waveguide with few micrometers in core
dimensions, especially those directed logic circuits which use microring resonators [11-13]. Our
research analysis on the microring resonator has also incorporated the same type of waveguide
[14-18]. This is due to the fact that these types of waveguides are easier to fabricate, and that
they are effectively tunable by the application of the electric fields surrounding the waveguides
or by thermal effects which affect the waveguide refractive index proportionally.
In this paper, we provide the simulation and analysis of a silicon P-I-N rib-type waveguide
which uses free carrier-depletion effect via a change in electrical voltage [19]. The analysis
covers the carrier concentration of the rib waveguide when exposed to varying modulation
voltage, as well as the resultant waveguide refractive index. The analysis also presents the effect
of changing waveguide dimensions, doping concentration as well as the electrical contacts
distance (change in an electric field) to the carrier concentration and refractive index of the
waveguide. This analysis is essential in a sense that it provides the general idea for the research
designers to structural decisions required for their needs in designing effective and reliable
photonic devices.
2. WAVEGUIDE STRUCTURE

Figure 1. (a) Shows the cross section of the waveguide; (b) Shows the waveguide block structure.

Figure 1(a) shows the cross-section of the ring waveguide while Figure 1(b) shows the block
diagram of the waveguide itself of 1µm in length used in the analysis. The rib-type waveguide is
deposited on top of the SiO2 layer of 1µm in thickness as shown in Figure 1(b). The waveguide
core dimension is made to be in 400nm width and 220nm in height, with its rib thickness of
50nm. The higher concentration regions of both p+ and n+ are doped at 11018 cm-3 while the
lower concentration regions for p and n are doped at 5 1017 cm-3 and 2.5 1017 cm-3
respectively. The difference in doping concentration is made so that free carriers from the
higher dopant rib waveguide can be injected into the less dopant core waveguide for the
apparent change in refractive index at the core waveguide. All of the concentration regions are
labeled accordingly in Figure 1, with the intrinsic silicon, is allocated at the center of the
waveguide core with 200nm in width. Electrical contacts are placed at the waveguide ribs and
are connected to the external electrical source voltage, creating electric fields to engulf the
waveguide for electro-optic effects to take place. Another surface oxide SiO2 is used to place on
top of the designed waveguide, resulting the rib waveguide to be encased with SiO2.
The cross-section rib-type waveguide simulation for this work is done in one of the leading
photonics simulation software provided by Lumerical, where the carrier distribution profile
generation is done by using the Lumerical DEVICE Solution module and the refractive index
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change with respect to the voltage applied profile generation is done in the Lumerical MODE
Solution.
3. SIMULATION RESULTS
The simulations for this paper is divided into three parameter changes for the silicon rib-type
waveguide, the change in core dimension in terms of its width and height, the dopant
concentration of the waveguide and its electrical contacts distance on the rib waveguide. Each
simulation will generate its carrier profile generation graphically by Lumerical DEVICE Solution,
and its effective index and loss change with voltage by Lumerical MODE Solution.

Figure 2. XZ View (cross-section) of the rib-type waveguide in the Lumerical DEVICE simulation
environment.

The core waveguide is made of pure silicon as mentioned earlier, where free carriers are doped,
and the doping concentration is done in the simulation by using doping region defined in the
simulation environment (green boxes in Figure 2). The CHARGE solver region for the software
is defined by the orange box and the charge monitor is defined by the yellow box in Figure 2.
Once the mesh analysis is done, we observe the charge distribution inside the rib waveguide to
be described by Figure 3. Note that this initial simulation is done without any reverse voltage
applied to the waveguide (VS = 0V in Figure 1).

Figure 3. Charge distribution inside the rib-type waveguide at 0V. (red and blue regions are heavily N and
P concentrated, while yellow and green regions are lightly N and P concentrated).

Once the charge distribution is obtained, we use Lumerical MODE Solution to generate the
waveguide properties in terms of its effective index, waveguide loss, mode of operation,
transverse electric polarization for the specific mode (TE polarization) and so on. This
information is obtained by using the Eigensolver analysis provided by the software module.
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Figure 4. XZ view of the Lumerical MODE simulation environment.

The simulation environment of the rib-type waveguide in MODE solution is as shown in Figure
4, where the Eigenmode solver region is defined by the orange box, and the carrier distribution
profile generated from the Lumerical DEVICE earlier is imported to the MODE solution and is
represented as the blue region in Figure 4.
We found that the TE polarization fraction operation for the mode 1 at operational wavelength
of 1550nm to be 99, suggesting that at mode 1, it is operating at TE transmission. The effective
index obtained for the design is 2.77 + j1.71e-5 and the waveguide loss for TE mode is
6.01dB/cm. TM mode operation can be obtained at mode 2 with TE polarization fraction of 5
and effective index of 2.44 + j1.61e-5.

Figure 5. XZ View of the light intensity flowing through the rib-type waveguide.

The next section of this paper sees the various design parameter change of the waveguide core,
and the results detailed is the carrier concentration and the effective index change graphs for
analysis. The voltage range for the carrier concentration and effective index graph is from 0V to
5V in steps of 0.5V.
3.1 Device Dimension Change
In this section, we analyze the change in carrier concentration at the yellow region in Figure 2
and the refractive index change calculated at the orange region in Figure 4 when we change the
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waveguide core’s width and height. This will show how the change in waveguide dimensions
can affect the carrier distribution and the refractive index of the rib-type waveguide.

Figure 6. Rib-type waveguide dimension change.

3.1.1. Width Change
In this part of the simulation, we change the width of the waveguide core DW . The range set for
this is from 300nm up to 600nm with steps of 100nm. All other parameters including DH is
kept as detailed by the device structure section of this paper and in Figure 6.
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Figure 7. N charge concentration for different core waveguide width. (Blue line: 300nm waveguide
width; Orange line: 400nm waveguide width; Grey line: 500nm waveguide width; Yellow line: 600nm
waveguide width).
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Figure 8. P charge concentration for different core waveguide width. (Blue line: 300nm waveguide width;
Orange line: 400nm waveguide width; Grey line: 500nm waveguide width; Yellow line: 600nm waveguide
width).

Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the change in charge concentration for different core waveguide
width. Blue, orange, grey and yellow color lines represent the concentration change when the
core waveguide width is at 300nm, 400nm, 500nm and 600nm respectively. In case of Figure 7,
we can see the N charge carrier change inside the core waveguide, while in Figure 8, we can see
similar trend in P charge carrier change inside the core waveguide. Based on the result shown,
we can conclude that the charge concentration for both N (electrons) and P (holes) charge
increases as the core waveguide width increases. It is shown that with bigger width, we can see
a little increase in steepness of the graph, suggesting the rate of charge concentration increases
with increasing width. This is mainly due to the increasing doping region of the core waveguide
at the calculated region in Figure 1.
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Figure 9. Change in effective index versus voltage applied. (Blue line: 300nm waveguide width; Orange
line: 400nm waveguide width; Grey line: 500nm waveguide width; Yellow line: 600nm waveguide width).
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Based on Figure 9, we can see that at 300nm width, there is a higher change in effective index
ranging from 0V up to 2.5V, but the rate of change reduced from 2.5V up to 5V, resulting in the
change in the effective index by 0.000112296 at 5V. The rate of change in the effective index is
at its best when the width is 400nm but reduces when the width is increased more up to
600nm.
3.1.2. Height Change
We vary the height of the waveguide core DH instead of the width waveguide to observe the
effects on the carrier concentration and its effective index. The range set for this is from 200nm
up to 300nm with steps of 20nm. As with the previous simulation, all other parameters
including DW is kept as described in the previous section of this paper.
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Figure 10. N charge concentration for different core waveguide height. (Dark blue line: 200nm
waveguide height; Orange line: 220nm waveguide height; Grey line: 240nm waveguide height; Yellow
line: 260nm waveguide height; Light blue line: 280nm waveguide height; Green line: 300nm waveguide
height).
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Figure 11. P charge concentration for different core waveguide height. (Dark blue line: 200nm waveguide
height; Orange line: 220nm waveguide height; Grey line: 240nm waveguide height; Yellow line: 260nm
waveguide height; Light blue line: 280nm waveguide height; Green line: 300nm waveguide height).

Figure 10 as well as Figure 11 show the charge carrier concentration at the core waveguide with
the change in core waveguide height. Figure 10 shows the N charge carrier change at the
waveguide core while Figure 11 presents the P charge carrier change at the same waveguide
core. Six core waveguide height variations are carried out ranging from 200nm up to 300nm in
steps of 20nm. The results show that the bigger the height of the core waveguide causes more
free carriers to enter the waveguide core as observed in Figure 10 as well as in Figure 11.
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Figure 12. Change in effective index versus voltage applied. (Dark blue line: 200nm waveguide height;
Orange line: 220nm waveguide height; Grey line: 240nm waveguide height; Yellow line: 260nm
waveguide height; Light blue line: 280nm waveguide height; Green line: 300nm waveguide height).

There is no apparent change in the rate of change in the effective index when varying the height
of the waveguide core as shown in Figure 12. This is due to the light mode operation is only at
TE transmission (horizontal X axis operation).
3.2 Doping Concentration Change
The next part is to change the doping concentration of the waveguide. Both N doping as well as
P doping concentration is varied and results in the form of carrier concentration as well as
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effective index change is shown. The doping parameters shown in Figure 13 are DoP and DoN
which corresponds to P and N dopant concentration respectively.

Figure 13. Rib-type waveguide doping concentration change.

3.2.1

N Charge Carrier Change

The range for the change in N charge carrier concentration for the core waveguide DoN is set
from 0.5 10 cm-3 up to 2.5 10 cm-3 in steps of 0.5 10 cm-3. All other parameters are kept
as detailed in the device structure section, including the dimensions of the rib waveguide.
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Figure 14. N charge concentration for different N dopant concentration in the waveguide. (Red line: N

0.5 1017 cm-3; Blue line: N carrier doped at 1.0 1017 cm-3; Purple line: N carrier doped
17
17
at 1.5 10 cm-3; Green line: N carrier doped at 2.0 10 cm-3; Yellow line: N carrier doped at
2.5 1017 cm-3).
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Figure 15. P charge concentration for different N dopant concentration in the waveguide. (Red line: N

0.5 1017 cm-3; Blue line: N carrier doped at 1.0 1017 cm-3; Purple line: N carrier doped
17
17
at 1.5 10 cm-3; Green line: N carrier doped at 2.0 10 cm-3; Yellow line: N carrier doped at
2.5 1017 cm-3).
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Figure 16. Change in effective index versus voltage applied. (Red line: N carrier doped at

0.5 1017 cm-3;

Blue line: N carrier doped at 1.0 10 cm-3; Purple line: N carrier doped at 1.5 10 cm-3; Green line: N
17

carrier doped at

17

2.0 1017 cm-3; Yellow line: N carrier doped at 2.5 1017 cm-3).

Based on the results shown in Figure 14, as we increase the N dopant concentration, we can
observe the linear increase in carrier concentration, and the rate of change in carrier
concentration maintains for the most part as demonstrated by the similar gradient shown in
Figure 14. This is not the case for the P charge concentration demonstrated in Figure 15 as the
change in carrier concentration decreases with the increase of N dopant concentration of the
waveguide. The effective index for the core waveguide increases with more N charge doped into
it.
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3.2.2

P Charge Carrier Change

We now change the P dopant concentration with the range of 110 cm-3 up to 5 10 cm-3 in
17
steps of 110 cm-3. Similar to all the previous experiments, we set all the other design
parameters as in the device structure section.
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Figure 17. N charge concentration for different P dopant concentration in the waveguide. (Red line: P
carrier doped at 110 cm-3; Blue line: P carrier doped at

2 1017 cm-3; Purple line: P carrier doped at
3 1017 cm-3; Green line: P carrier doped at 4 1017 cm-3; Yellow line: P carrier doped at 5 1017 cm-3).
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Figure 18. P charge concentration for different P dopant concentration in the waveguide. (Red line: P
carrier doped at 110 cm-3; Blue line: P carrier doped at

2 1017 cm-3; Purple line: P carrier doped at
3 1017 cm-3; Green line: P carrier doped at 4 1017 cm-3; Yellow line: P carrier doped at 5 1017 cm-3).
17
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Figure 19. Change in effective index versus voltage applied. (Red line: P carrier doped at

11017 cm-3;

2 1017 cm-3; Purple line: P carrier doped at 3 1017 cm-3; Green line: P
17
17
carrier doped at 4 10 cm-3; Yellow line: P carrier doped at 5 10 cm-3).

Blue line: P carrier doped at

In this section, we can see the opposite of the previous section result in terms of carrier
concentration graph. Based on Figure 17, we can see that the N charge carrier concentration
decreases as the P doping increases, while the opposite result can be obtained in Figure 18.
Figure 19 shows an increased effective index change as the P doping concentration increases.
3.3

Electrical Contacts Distance Change

The final main section in this simulation is the change in electrical contacts distance from the
waveguide core, which is labeled as ED in Figure 20. By changing the electrical contacts
distance from the waveguide core, we can vary the electric field intensity exposed to the
waveguide, thus effectively change its refractive index.

Figure 20. Electrical contacts distance change.

In this part of the simulation, we vary the value of ED ranging from 100nm up to 500nm in
steps of 100nm. All other parameters including waveguide core dimensions as well as the
doping concentration are as detailed in the previous section of this paper.
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Figure 21. N charge concentration for different electrical contacts distance to the waveguide core. (Red
line: ED  500nm ; Blue line: ED  400nm ; Purple line: ED  300nm ; Green line: ED  200nm ;
Yellow line:

ED  100nm ).
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Figure 22. P charge concentration for different electrical contacts distance to the waveguide core. (Red
line: ED  500nm ; Blue line: ED  400nm ; Purple line: ED  300nm ; Green line: ED  200nm ;
Yellow line:

ED  100nm ).
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ED  500nm ; Blue line:
ED  400nm ; Purple line: ED  300nm ; Green line: ED  200nm ; Yellow line: ED  100nm ).
Figure 23. Change in effective index versus voltage applied. (Red line:

Based on the results shown in Figure 21 and Figure 22, there is no apparent change in the graph
gradient, thus a constant change in carrier concentration despite the change in electrical
contacts distance. The change in effective index shows a slight increase when the contacts are
further away from the waveguide core as shown in Figure 23.
4. FUNDAMENTAL THEORY USED IN THE NUMERICAL SIMULATION
The numerical simulation software used for this work utilizes several key equations in order to
generate the valid and accurate result for our analysis.
The PIN waveguide carrier concentration is calculated by the Drift-Diffusion equation as
presented below [20]:

J n  qn nE  qDnn
J p  q p pE  qDpp

(1)

where J n , p is the net current density (A/cm2), q is the positive electron charge, n , p is the
mobility of the free carriers, E is the electric field exposed to the waveguide, Dn , p refers to the
diffusivity with n and p are the electron and holes densities. These equations represent the
summation of carrier drift when electric field is applied and the random thermal diffusion due
to the gradient in the density.
The mobility n , p represents the easiness of the free carriers moving inside the waveguide (in
this case, the carriers are drifting into the rib waveguide due to attraction to the voltage applied
to the rib waveguide). It can be defined together with the diffusivity Dn , p through Einstein
relation by [21]:
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Dn, p  n, p

kBT
q

(2)

where k B is the Boltzmann constant.
The electric field E in Eq. 1 is found by the Poisson’s equation [22]:

. V   q

(3)

where  is the dielectric permittivity, V is the electrostatic potential and  is the net charge
density that can be calculated by:

  p nC

(4)

where C is the ionized impurity density in the waveguide.
Drift-Diffusion equations are calculated only on the region where the mesh region is defined in
the waveguide (yellow region indicated in Figure 2). These equations generate the carrier
concentration profile for both N charge as well as P charge carrier concentration along the
yellow region of the waveguide.
The change in effective index with respect to the voltage applied is done by converting the
obtained charge carrier concentration profile generated earlier to the change in refractive index.
This is done by utilizing the silicon model demonstrated by the experiments carried out by Soref
et al. [23]:

n   dn _ Ap  P 

dn _ Ep

   d _ Ap  P 

  dn _ An  N 

d _ Ep

dn _ En

  d _ An  N 

(5)

d _ En

where n is the change in refractive index,  is the variation in absorption coefficient in cm-1,
P and N is the change in hole and electron concentration respectively in cm-3.
Based on the experiments carried out by Soref et al., at 1550nm operating wavelength, the
silicon model equations include the coefficients as follow:

n   8.5 1018   P 
   6 1018   P 

dn _ Ep

d _ Ep

  8.8 1022   N 

 8.5 1018   N 

dn _ En

d _ En

(6)

5. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented the simulation and analysis of a silicon P-I-N rib-type waveguide.
Simulations of the said waveguide with the varying voltage applied to the waveguide electrical
contacts have been performed, and graphs have been plotted to present the results. Three
design parameters have been simulated to determine its effect on the waveguide carrier
concentration and its effective index change. The simulations have presented interesting results
in a sense that we can directly see the impact of each of the design parameters into the result
and efficiency of the P-I-N waveguide. Several key points can be derived from the simulation
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results which can be proved to be useful. One of such key points is that the width of the
waveguide affects the effective index where a 400nm proves to generate the highest rate of
change in the effective index at the range of 0V to 5V. While the change in effective index at the
waveguide core’s width of 300nm has the highest change in effective index up to 2.5V, the trend
did not reach during the voltage range of 2.5V up to 5V, thus as an overall result, 400nm width
has the highest rate of change ranging from 0V up to 5V. We can also confirm that increasing the
dopant concentration can improve the effective index change of the waveguide. Electrical
contacts have been shown to contribute a small effect in increasing the waveguide rate of
change in the effective index.
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